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Swinging arms are a key functional component of multistep cat-
alytic transformations in many naturally occurring multi-
enzyme complexes1. This arm is typically a prosthetic chemical
group that is covalently attached to the enzyme complex via a
flexible linker, allowing the direct transfer of substrate mol-
ecules between multiple active sites within the complex2–4.
Mimicking this method of substrate channelling outside the cel-
lular environment requires precise control over the spatial par-
ameters of the individual components within the assembled
complex. DNA nanostructures can be used to organize func-
tional molecules with nanoscale precision5–7 and can also
provide nanomechanical control8–11. Until now, protein–DNA
assemblies12 have been used to organize cascades of enzymatic
reactions by controlling the relative distance and orientation of
enzymatic components13–16 or by facilitating the interface
between enzymes/cofactors and electrode surfaces17,18. Here,
we show that a DNA nanostructure can be used to create a
multi-enzyme complex in which an artificial swinging arm facili-
tates hydride transfer between two coupled dehydrogenases.
By exploiting the programmability of DNA nanostructures,
key parameters including position, stoichiometry and
inter-enzyme distance can be manipulated for optimal activity.

The general design of the swinging-arm nanostructure complex
is shown in Fig. 1a, where a two-enzyme cascade consisting of
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6pDH)19 and malic dehy-
drogenase (MDH)20 is displayed on a DNA double-crossover
(DX) tile scaffold21 (for the DNA sequences for all structures used
in this study see Supplementary Figs 1–7). G6pDH catalyses the oxi-
dation of glucose-6-phosphate and the reduction of NADþ to
NADH. Subsequently, MDH catalyses the reduction of oxaloacetate
to malic acid using the NADH produced by G6pDH. To facilitate
channelling of NADH between G6pDH and MDH, an NADþ-func-
tionalized poly(T)20 oligonucleotide was attached to the DNA tile
surface halfway between G6pDH and MDH (see Supplementary
Figs 8–21 for a detailed description of the conjugation, assembly
and purification of the nanostructured complex). Figure 1b presents
the results of a native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
analysis of the assembled enzyme complex, together with various
subcomplexes. Both the gel results and a chromatogram obtained
using size-exclusion chromatography (Supplementary Fig. 21)
demonstrate assembly of the G6pDH–NADþ–MDH swinging
arm cascade with .80% yield. The assembled mixture was further
purified by size exclusion chromatography for enzyme activity

assays. Assembly of the complete complex was also visualized by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Fig. 1c; see Supplementary
Fig. 57 for larger-view images), with the presence of the enzymes
on the structure confirmed by differences in height (‘brightness’)
compared to the surface of the DNA tile.

To first explore the parameters and understand the kinetics and
mechanism of the restricted diffusion mediated by the single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) swinging arm, we developed a simplified
model system (Supplementary Fig. 22). In this model, a Cy3 repor-
ter dye takes the place of NADþ on the single-stranded poly(T)20
arm, and a BHQ fluorescence quencher (Black Hole Quencher,
Biosearch Technologies) and a Cy5 energy transfer acceptor dye
replace one or both enzymes on selected probe positions surround-
ing the swinging arm (Fig. 2a). An oligonucleotide sequence
(5′-ATA GTG AAA) was extended from the 5′ end of the
poly(T)20 sequence and positioned halfway between the quencher
and the acceptor, allowing the arm to transiently hybridize to
the probes that each bear the complementary sequence
(5′-TTT CAC TAT) in analogy to the binding of NADþ/NADH
to the dehydrogenases. The diffusive transport mediated by the
swinging arm was then monitored by single-molecule fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (smFRET) between the attached reporter
(Cy3) and either the quencher (BHQ, obliterating the reporter flu-
orescence) or the acceptor (Cy5, yielding a distinct red fluorescence
signal) using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy, as
previously described22. Typical smFRET time traces are shown in
Fig. 2a, where the fluorescence signal alternates between
Cy3–BHQ quenching and Cy3–Cy5 energy transfer, indicating
that the poly(T)20 arm is swinging between the two probes and
transiently hybridizing to them, thus confirming its local diffusive
transport. The absence of observable low-FRET intermediates (Cy3
signal only) indicates that the transient movement of the swinging
arm between the two bound states occurs much more rapidly than
the 100 ms time resolution of our single-molecule measurements
(see Supplementary Figs 22–25 for detailed smFRET analysis).

To characterize the distance dependence of the diffusive trans-
port and binding mediated by the swinging arm using smFRET,
we chose a design in which a single Cy5-labelled capture probe
was placed at one of three topologically accessible distances from
the Cy3-labelled arm: 7 nm (21 base pairs), 14 nm (42 base pairs)
and 21 nm (63 base pairs). As shown in Fig. 2b, the most efficient
hybridization to the capture probe was observed at 7 nm, where
�94% of all swinging arms were associated with the Cy5 probe at
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equilibrium (leading to high FRET). As the distance increased, the
equilibrium fraction of captured swinging arms decreased to
�58% at 14 nm and only �10% at 21 nm (Fig. 2b and
Supplementary Fig. 26) as a result of the less efficient binding
mediated by a locally tethered arm at longer distances.
Furthermore, titrating in free, unlabelled ssDNA (to directly
compete with the swinging arm for hybridization to the capture
probe) allowed us to estimate the effective local concentration of
the swinging arm as �250 mM for the 7 nm design and �2.7 mM
for the 14 nm construct (Supplementary Figs 27 and 28), demon-
strating a steep distance dependence consistent with our predictions
using a recent coarse-grained model23 of the poly(T)20 arm
(Supplementary Fig. 29 and Supplementary Table 4). Based on
these observations we predicted that our enzyme complexes
would show a similar distance-dependent activity.

We next evaluated the ability of a NADþ-modified swinging arm
to enhance dehydrogenase activity as a function of distance in com-
plexes containing one enzyme coupled to a single NADþ arm
(Fig. 2c,d). The activity of each of the two enzymes was measured
individually in bulk solution for the three swinging arm–enzyme
distances (7, 14 and 21 nm) using a phenazine methosulphate-
catalysed resazurin fluorescence assay (for more details see
Supplementary Figs 30 and 33–35)8,24. As predicted, the 7 nm dis-
tance resulted in the highest activity for both G6pDH and MDH.
At this distance from the NADþ-modified swinging arm, the
G6pDH–NADþ assembly showed an activity enhancement of
�25-fold compared to an enzyme system in the presence of the
same concentration (100 nM) of freely diffusing NADþ (all freely
diffusing NADþ in the main text refers to aminoethyl-modified
NADþ; Supplementary Fig. 14). A spacing smaller than 7 nm is pre-
dicted to result in steric crowding between adjacent proteins,
thereby reducing the assembly yield (Supplementary Fig. 56). To
examine possible effects of the relative orientations of the enzyme
and swinging arm, we varied the angle between the NADþ-modified
arm and the enzyme attachment site while maintaining an arm–
enzyme distance of �6–8 nm (Fig. 2e,f ), and found the highest
activity when the arm was attached to the ‘top’ surface of the

DNA nanostructure, approximately parallel to the enzyme
(Supplementary Figs 36–39).

Based on an evaluation of the above model systems, a G6pDH–
NADþ–MDH swinging-arm structure was constructed with the
NADþ-modified arm positioned centrally, 7 nm from either
enzyme in a parallel geometry. In Fig. 3a, the activity of this com-
plete two-enzyme nanostructure is compared to that of partially
assembled structures including a G6pDH–MDH assembly with
freely diffusing NADþ, a G6pDH–NADþ arm assembly
with freely diffusing MDH, and an MDH–NADþ arm assembly
with freely diffusing G6pDH. For the same total NADþ and
enzyme concentrations (100 nM each), the activity of the complete
swinging-arm structure is �90-fold higher than that obtained using
the same two-enzyme complex but with freely diffusing NADþ.
Semi-swinging arm complexes with only one enzyme attached
(G6pDH–NADþ or MDH–NADþ) and the other enzyme freely dif-
fusing in solution also resulted in somewhat higher activity than the
two-enzyme complex without an NADþ-modified arm (�14-fold
for G6pDH-NADþ and �4-fold for MDH-NADþ), but were still
considerably less active than the complete G6pDH–NADþ–MDH
enzyme cascade. The effective local NADþ concentration for
G6pDH–NADþ–MDH was determined to be �20 mM by titrating
free NADþ into the G6pDH–MDH assembly until the activity was
equivalent to that of the G6pDH–NADþ–MDH assembly (Fig. 3b;
see Supplementary Figs 40–43 for detailed raw data). Notably, the
effective local concentration of the NADþ-coupled swinging arm
determined by enzyme catalysis (�20 mM at 7 nm) is significantly
lower than the swinging arm concentration estimated from com-
petitive hybridization in the model system described above
(�250 mM at 7 nm in Supplementary Fig. 28). We suggest that
this difference may be due to the stricter orientational and sterical
constraints associated with the binding of tethered NADþ to the
active site of a nearby (anchored) enzyme. It is also possible that
some enzymes or cofactors may be paired together permanently
with inactive partners on the swinging-arm nanostructures and
hence be unable to form an active complete cascade (for more dis-
cussion see Supplementary Fig. 43). Note that the effective local
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Figure 1 | Design and characterization of an NAD1-modified swinging arm providing restricted diffusion of NAD1/NADH between two dehydrogenases.

a, Schematic of the nanostructured complex consisting of G6pDH and MDH organized on a DNA DX tile. The NADþ-modified single-stranded poly(T)20 is

positioned halfway between the two enzymes, facilitating the transfer of hydrides. b, Left: Native PAGE (3%) characterization of the assembled swinging-arm

enzyme complex: lane 1, DNA tile with NADþ-modified arm; lane 2, G6pDH–NADþ semi-swinging arm; lane 3, MDH–NADþ semi-swinging arm; lane 4, fully

assembled G6pDH–NADþ–MDH swinging-arm structure. Right: Fluorescence gel image of an Alexa 555-labelled G6pDH–NADþ structure (lane 2), an Alexa

647-labelled MDH-NADþ structure (lane 3) and a dual-colour image of a G6pDH (AlexFluor-555-labelled)–NADþ–MDH (AlexaFluor-647-labelled)

swinging-arm structure (lane 4). M, double-stranded DNA ladder. c, AFM image of the G6pDH–NADþ–MDH swinging-arm structures. Scale bar, 50 nm.
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Figure 2 | Characterization of local diffusive transport by the poly(T)20 swinging arm. a, smFRET characterization of the restricted diffusion of a single-

stranded poly(T)20 arm between two DNA probes anchored at either side of the structure. Top: Cy3-labelled poly(T)20 with a 5′ sticky end extension

assembled between two capture probes that are modified with Cy5 (energy acceptor) and BHQ-2, respectively, at �7 nm from the anchor position of the

arm. The Cy3–Cy5 FRET signal (red emission) is observed when the arm swings and binds to the Cy5-labelled capture probe, while a Cy3–BHQ interaction

quenches the fluorescence when the arm swings and binds to the BHQ-labelled capture probe. Bottom: smFRET monitoring of the swinging poly(T)20 arm

with alternating Cy3–BHQ quenching and Cy3–Cy5 FRET events. Charge-coupled device integration time¼0.1 s. b, smFRET characterization of distance-

dependent hybridization of the poly(T)20 arm, with 7 nm (top), 14 nm (middle) and 21 nm (bottom) enzyme–NAD-modified arm distances. c,d, Distance-

dependent enzyme activity for complexes in which the NADþ-modified arm is coupled to either G6pDH (c) or MDH (d) with enzyme–NADþ-modified arm

distances of 7 nm, 14 nm and 21 nm. e,f, Orientation-dependent enzyme activity for complexes in which the NADþ-modified arm is coupled to either G6pDH

(e) or MDH (f) at various angles between the enzyme and arm attachment sites on the DNA scaffold. Angles of parallel (or �08, T), left (or �908, L), right

(or �908, R) and bottom (or �1808, B) were investigated. Error bars were generated as the standard error of the mean from at least three replicates.
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concentration of the single NADþ-coupled swinging arm
(�20 mM) is much lower than the average NADþ concentration
in cells (�300 mM)25. However, the activity of swinging-arm
systems can be improved by positioning multiple NADþ arms
around a single enzyme, as will be discussed in the following. The
activity of swinging arms may also be constructed using more
stable and active biomimetic NADþ analogues in the future.

In natural multi-enzyme complexes, the relative stoichiometry
of the enzymes is optimized to maximize their catalytic efficiency.
To this end, we investigated the dependence of enzymatic activity
on the number of surrounding NADþ-modified swinging arms
attached to a DNA-scaffolded 4 × 4 tile (Fig. 3c)26. For the
G6pDH–NADþ structure, the activity increased almost linearly
as the number of NADþ-modified arms increased from one to
four, indicating that G6pDH activity remains well below satur-
ation. In contrast, the enzymatic activity of the MDH–NADþ

structure only improved twofold as the number of NADþ-

modified arms increased from one to four, suggesting that MDH
is approaching activity saturation (Supplementary Figs 44–47).
Kinetic measurements of isolated enzymes indicate that G6pDH
has an approximately tenfold higher turnover number (kcat) and
an approximately eightfold larger Michaelis constant (Km) than
MDH (Supplementary Fig. 32), suggesting that the activity of
multi-enzyme complexes might be further enhanced by increasing
the ratio of MDH and NADþ to G6pDH. We therefore engineered
structures in which two MDH molecules surround a single
G6pDH molecule, channelled by two NADþ-modified arms
(G6pDH–NADþ2 –MDH2), as shown in Fig. 3d. As predicted,
this enzyme complex exhibited an additional approximately
twofold increase in activity compared to the G6pDH–NADþ–
MDH complex (Supplementary Figs 48 and 51). Furthermore, a
complex consisting of four MDH surrounding a single G6pDH
channelled by four NADþ arms (G6pDH–NADþ4 –MDH4)
showed an approximately threefold higher activity than G6pDH–
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NADþ–MDH. The performance of the G6pDH–NADþ4 –MDH4
complex is limited by the low yield (�50–60%) of correct assem-
bly, which is possibly a consequence of steric crowding and the
complexity of the design (Supplementary Figs 49–51). Attesting
to their robustness, no degradation of the DNA structures was
evident by PAGE analysis after 1 h of catalytic operation
(Supplementary Fig. 52).

Another important advantage of an enzyme cascade with a
central swinging arm is the increased reaction specificity that
results from restricting the diffusion of intermediates. To explore
this notion, free lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was added to
compete for NADH with the MDH on the G6pDH–NADþ–
MDH nanostructure. The LDH is expected to consume a fraction
of the NADH generated by the G6pDH, so it should interfere
with the enzyme cascade, leading to decreased malic acid pro-
duction (Supplementary Fig. 32). Figure 4 presents the results of
using various mixtures of enzyme complexes containing different
percentages of full G6pDH–NADþ–MDH swinging arm in compe-
tition with free LDH for NADH. As expected, for the G6pDH–
NADþ assembly with freely diffusing MDH and LDH we found
strong competition between the two free enzymes, and the
coupled activity of the G6pDH–MDH pathway was very low
(Fig. 4b). As the percentage of G6pDH–NADþ–MDH construct
was increased in the mixture (keeping the total enzyme concen-
trations constant), the MDH activity increased accordingly, indicat-
ing that the fully assembled G6pDH–NADþ–MDH complex was
effectively channelling NADH from G6pDH to MDH, avoiding
competition from free LDH. LDH behaved in the opposite

manner, exhibiting much lower activity as the amount of fully
assembled G6pDH–NADþ–MDH increased (Fig. 4c). Figure 4d
presents the normalized activities of MDH and LDH against the
fraction of assembled complexes.

In summary, we have designed and constructed artificial swing-
ing arm-channelled multi-enzyme complexes with NADþ-modified
molecular arms to transfer hydrides between two dehydrogenase
enzymes. The swinging arm not only significantly enhances enzy-
matic activity, but also affords high specificity in a complex environ-
ment. The concept of a flexible molecular-arm-channelled reaction
should be applicable to the design and assembly of other multi-
enzyme systems. For example, a similar approach can be used to
construct swinging-arm enzyme cascades based on other reactive
cofactors such as FAD, coenzyme A, adenosine triphosphate
(ATP), lipoic acid, biotin or pantetheine, which are used in naturally
occurring multi-enzyme complexes to carry intermediates. It is also
possible to engineer artificial electron-transport chains by organiz-
ing multiple redox proteins and cofactors with swinging arms;
these may find utility in biofuel production and bioenergy conver-
sion. Artificial swinging-arm structures may also lead to new
approaches for regulating the activity of enzymes by incorporating
mechanisms for controlling the diffusion and motion of the arm.
In a simple demonstration, we exchanged the ssDNA arm for a
double-stranded DNA arm (dsDNA arm) by introducing a
poly(A)20 oligonucleotide into solution to hybridize with the
NADþ–poly(T)20 arm. We observed an �30–50% decrease in
enzyme activity for the enzyme complex with the dsDNA arm com-
pared to the ssDNA arm, which Monte Carlo modelling and control
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experiments with poly(A) complements of varying length suggest is
due to the increased structural rigidity of a completely dsDNA arm
(Supplementary Figs 53–55). The underlying DNA nanostructure
scaffolds provide programmable frameworks for creating more
complex enzymatic circuitry, and may find utility in the develop-
ment of functional catalytic systems for the synthesis of high-
value chemicals, the generation of energy, the conversion of
materials, and as regulatory biological circuits for diagnostic and
therapeutic applications.
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